
Castellated and Cellular Beams 
Open approach to building design for improved  
cost and performance. 
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Continuing Education Commitment 

New Millennium Building Systems is a Registered Provider of professional 
development hours (PDHs), and American Institute of Architects Continuing 
Education System (AIA/CES) courses. 

Credit earned on completion of this program will be reported according to rules 
set forth by those organizations. Certificates of Completion for all attendees are 
available on request. 

This program is registered with the AIA/CES for continuing professional 
education. As such, it does not include content that may be deemed or construed 
to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any material of construction or 
any method or manner of  handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material 
or product. Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be 
addressed at the conclusion of this presentation. 

AIA Provider Number:  40107447 
AIA Course Number: 2017 
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After viewing this presentation, you will… 

•  Understand how steel beam depth and strength can be increased 
while using the same amount or even a lesser amount of steel, based 
on the castellated beam manufacturing method.   

•  Recognize and be able to discuss the intrinsic structural differences 
between castellated and cellular beams compared to wide-flange steel 
and concrete beam options. 

•  Be able to discuss the specific cost and performance advantages of 
the castellated and cellular beam, from the perspectives of the architect, 
engineer, erector and building owner. 

•  Become familiar with the specification criteria used for castellated and 
cellular beams, including the criteria for the manufacture of this type 
beam in AISC certified facilities. 

Learning Objectives 
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This course will cover four 
learning objectives. 
Essentially, we will address 
the design principles of 
the castellated beam, then 
review certain cost and 
performance advantages 
depending on the project 
application. 



1.  Understanding the castellated beam design and  
     manufacturing process. 

2.  Properties of the castellated beam compared to    
     alternative methods, with project examples. 

3.  Advantages of the castellated beam from the  
     perspectives of the architect, engineer, erector 
     and owner. 

4.  Design parameters for improved project 
performance and cost reduction. 

Course Outline 
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By the end of this course, 
you should be familiar  
with the design and manu-
facturing of the castellated 
beam. You will understand 
some key properties of 
the beam and how these 
properties relate to differ-
ent perspectives around 
building design, construc-
tion and ownership. We will 
also show ways in which 
the beam can contribute to 
lower project cost. 



Understanding the castellated beam 
design and manufacturing process. 
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castellatus: to fortify 

What’s with the name? 
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Why the strange name?  
Castellated comes from a 
Latin word that meant:  
to structurally fortify.



Castellated Beam Fortification 

Fortified Strength 
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The fortified strength comes 
from the way the beam 
halves come together in  
the manufacturing process. 
The cutout shape looks like 
the turrets on a castle.  
Step 1 - The castellated and 
cellular beam is produced 
by cutting a beam length-
wise following a hexagonal 
or circular pattern.  
Steps 2 and 3  - The top  
and bottom halves are  
then staggered and welded 
together to create a deeper, 
stronger beam.



•  Largely automated process 
    using plasma torch cutting 

•  Programmable precision 

•  Up to 90ft sections, longer using 
    field-bolted sections 

Manufacturing 
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Castellated and cellular 
beam production is a very 
efficient process. Much of 
the process is automated 
using programmable plasma 
torch cutting. 90 foot seam-
less sections can be manu-
factured. Even longer spans 
can be erected in the field 
using field-bolted sections.



Manual welding 
by AWS Certified welders for 
ready field installation 

Manufacturing 
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To reduce field labor  
time and costs, the highly 
customized beams can  
be shipped with infill  
connection points  
already manufactured  
into the beam.



AISC Certified Facilities  

Manufacturing 
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For quality assurance, 
beams should be sourced 
from a facility that is AISC 
certified. You should  
demand this certification  
of any castellated beam 
manufacturer.



Unique properties  
of the castellated beam  
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50% deeper…  

Highly Steel Efficient 

with no added steel. 

up to 40% stronger moment capacity… 
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The principle advantage of 
the steel beam castellation 
process is that you can in-
crease the depth of a beam 
to increase its strength, 
without increasing its 
weight. So when it comes to 
maximizing load bearing ca-
pacity, the castellated beam 
is highly steel efficient.



Highly Steel Efficient 

Optimal   
for wide-span  
wide-open  
bay designs 
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Beam length is a core  
advantage of the castellated 
beam. Through castellation, 
you can increase the length 
of the beam to create  
wide-span and wide-open 
bay designs. 



Asymmetric Design Option   

Increased load capacity 
with reduced beam weight 

        Lighter  
        top half ---- 

         Heavier  
         lower half ------ 
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Due to the unique split 
construction of the beam, 
you also have the ability to 
use an asymmetric design 
approach – whereby the top 
half of the beam is lighter 
weight than the bottom  
half of the beam. This  
increases load capacity, 
while minimizing the  
weight of the beam.



Composite Deck 
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Asymmetric castellated or 
cellular beams are com-
monly used in composite 
deck construction, such that 
the concrete slab acts as a 
large top flange. Here we 
have a beam designation of 
CB18x14/26 whereby CB 
stands for castellated beam. 
If this were to be a cellular 
beam, we would use the 
designation LB. The number 
18 represents the nominal 
depth in inches, which is 
1.5 times the nominal wide 
flange depth. The number 
14 designates the nominal 
weight per foot of the top 
beam half, so here we mean 
14 pounds per linear foot. 
And the number 26 desig-
nates the nominal weight 
per foot of the bottom beam 
half of the beam, or 26 
pounds per linear foot.



Elegantly simple 

Beam Basics 

•  Highly steel efficient 
•  Long spans 
•  Hexagonal or cellular 
•  Easily customized 
•  Built-in connections 
•  Easier erection 
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The castellated beam is an 
elegantly simple approach, 
from design to erection. The 
design uses steel efficiently 
to achieve long spans. You 
can specify either hexagonal 
or cellular openings with 
built-in connections for 
faster and easier erection.



Extremely Versatile 

Beam Properties 
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The physical properties of 
the beam can be varied to 
achieve a range of objec-
tives. This makes the beam 
extremely versatile from  
a design engineering  
standpoint. 



Extremely Versatile 

Beam Properties 
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The customization of a  
castellated beam extends 
to its sectional properties. 
A beam can be engineered 
differently from section-to-
section for highly custom-
ized building applications.



•  Higher load bearing capacity                           
at same beam weight 

•  Typically longer spans                                   
with fewer columns 

•  MEPs can integrate 

•  Erects in weeks, not months 

Compared to Wide Flange   
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When compared to wide 
flange steel beams, the  
castellated beam can very 
often provide several  
advantages. One advantage 
is the ability to increase 
load bearing capacity, using 
the same amount of steel. 
Longer spans with fewer 
support columns are typical 
of a castellated beam proj-
ect. In addition, mechani-
cal, electrical and plumbing 
runs are easily integrated, 
which is not feasible using 
a solid wide flange beam. 
Erection time is often faster.



Compared to Wide Flange   
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Beam weight is an impor-
tant cost consideration. 
Compared to a wide flange 
beam, a castellated beam 
uses less steel per linear 
foot to meet the same load 
requirements. For a given 
load application, the weight 
of a castellated beam can 
often range up to 40% less 
than a wide flange steel 
beam. As steel prices in-
crease, so does the economy 
of the castellated beam 
compared to standard wide 
flange steel beams. 



© 2006, Cost Analysis in the Design of Open-Web Castellated Beams 
H. Estrada, P.E., Ph.D., J. J. Jimenez, F. Aguíñiga, Ph.D 

60ft savings crossover        
based on 5+ beams 
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The cost variance between  
a castellated beam and a  
traditional wide flange 
beam is primarily related 
to beam count and beam 
length. The American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers 
publishes a 2006 study that 
identified the cost savings of 
the castellated beam com-
pared to traditional wide 
flange steel beams. The 
research found that when a 
project required more than 
5 beams, and beam length 
exceeded 60 feet, the castel-
lated beam was more eco-
nomical than the standard 
wide flange beam. Note that 
this chart was based on 
2006 dollars. Dollar values 
are higher today.



© 2006, Cost Analysis in the Design of Open-Web Castellated Beams 
H. Estrada, P.E., Ph.D., J. J. Jimenez, F. Aguíñiga, Ph.D 

   40ft savings crossover 
based on 100+ beams 
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So as beam count increases 
and beam length increases, 
the cost savings increase 
using a castellated beam 
versus a wide flange steel 
beam. The research found 
that the cost reduction was 
most advantageous when 
beam length exceeded 40 
feet and the beam count 
exceeded 100. When a proj-
ect requires over a hundred 
beams that are in excess 
of 40 feet, the savings can 
mount into several hundred 
thousand dollars. Again, this 
level of savings was based 
on 2006 dollar values. 



•  Up to 10% lower installed cost 
•  Precisely matched to load 
•  Field-ready erection 
•  Lighter, simpler 
•  MEP integration 

Compared to Concrete 
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Compared to concrete,  
the castellated beam can 
have several advantages. 
Castellated beams have 
often been used for parking 
garage applications. One of 
the reasons for this is that 
the beam can be up to 10% 
less cost overall, compared 
to conventional concrete 
beams. The reasons for this 
include the precise load 
matching capability of the 
beam. On-site erection and 
MEP integration are also 
areas of cost that can be 
reduced by this choice  
of beam.



Optional Treatments 
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Castellated and cellular 
beams can be treated in 
a variety of ways, such as 
primed or painted.  The 
beams are easily fireproofed 
after erection, because the 
beams are typically open 
and accessible.



Project Applications 
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Castellated and cellular 
beams started out being 
popular for parking garages, 
because of their long span 
capabilities. Also their lower 
costs. But now owners and 
their architects want the 
beams for all types of floor 
and roof structures. 



Mercedez Benz 
Bridgewater, NJ 
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Mercedes Benz has been 
specifying cellular beams 
for many of their new  
dealerships all over the 
country. Their projects  
are highly architectural.  
Every angle features the 
look and feel of the beam. 
This is Mercedes, after all. 
They have an image to up-
hold. So they’ve chosen the 
castellated cellular beam to 
support their image.



Eglin Air Force Base 
Pensacola, FL 
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Our government has 
learned that the beam is 
also very structurally cost 
efficient. On this air force 
base project, the beams 
support a solar panel farm, 
with parking underneath. 
The Department of Defense 
wants to build like this at 
other military bases. The 
idea came from the Corp  
of Engineers and they  
specifically call for  
castellated beams.



Cuyahoga Public Library 
Warrenville Heights, OH 
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Municipalities like the  
beam because of the com-
bination of aesthetics and 
cost-efficiency. This library 
project features composite 
cellular beams for reasons 
of strength and cost con-
tainment. But here again, 
the aesthetics were  
important. Note how the  
top chord extensions are 
tapered for a special look. 



University of Florida 
Institute of Aging 
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While the beams are ideal 
for garages and other  
open building designs,  
they support architectural 
innovation. This is a 40,000 
square foot medical  
research facility in Florida. 
From their seemingly  
ordinary beginnings in  
the factory, the beams are 
supporting new building 
performance goals. 



University of Wisconsin Oshkosh 
Alumni Center 
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Most recently, the University 
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh used 
cellular beams for their new 
40,000 square foot alumni 
center. They took full advan-
tage of the wide-span capa-
bilities of the beam. A central 
design feature for their new 
two-story center is a large 
banquet meeting area inside 
the main entrance. This area 
required 80-foot cellular 
beams. The beams serve as 
primary structural members, 
supporting secondary trans-
verse beams. Moving parti-
tions hang from the beams. 
The beams create a very open, 
structurally unobstructed 
meeting space with lots of 
flexibility. This is a construc-
tion trend at college campus-
es. Many schools are building 
architecturally open facilities 
that combine university,  
hotel and convention center 
partnerships. 



Advantages of the beam 
from the perspectives of the architect, 
engineer, erector and owner. 
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Let’s break down the  
advantages of the castellat-
ed beam from the perspec-
tives of the construction 
professionals involved. As 
they say, beauty is in the  
eye of the beholder, and 
different trade people have 
different perspectives  
regarding the advantages  
of the castellated beam. 



•  1-piece spans up to 90 feet 

•  Adds open and airy look 

•  Lighter framing reduces  
column and footing sizes 

•  Allows natural light into  
the structure 

Architectural Appeal 
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For architects, the beam  
has an inherent aesthetic 
appeal. The major advan-
tage to them is often the 
wide-open, wide-span 
design capabilities of the 
beam. When erected, the 
beam allows light to flow, 
which adds a visual dimen-
sion not achievable using 
traditional concrete beams 
or wide flange steel beams. 



•  Lowers floor-to-floor height due to  
  MEPs through beams 

•  Aesthetic appearance left exposed 

•  Fewer obstructed sightlines with  
  more efficient illumination 

Architectural Appeal 
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As we have discussed, the 
beam is manufactured with 
either hexagonal holes or 
cellular holes. The cellular 
version seems especially 
popular with architects now.



Engineering Advantages 

•  Superior  
    load/deflection  

•  Furnished straight  
    or cambered 

•  Cambering is easy with minimal added cost 
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Engineers are discovering 
several advantages of the 
beam. For example, a de-
gree of camber is inherent 
in a castellated beam. Beam 
camber can be increased to 
offset dead load deflection, 
such as a concrete slab. 



Engineering Advantages 

•  Asymmetric design for increased loads 

•  Expands the available beam sections by 
making more beams available at the lighter 
and heavier ends of each series 

•  Vibration analysis available 
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The beam provides  
inherently superior load 
deflection. As mentioned, 
composite design will in-
crease load capacity, with-
out increasing the weight  
of the beam. And the beam 
is optimal for controlled 
vibration applications. 



Engineering Advantages 

•  50% deeper -- up to 40% stronger moment 
capacity with no added steel 

•  One-piece beam length up to 90 feet,          
can be longer with field splicing 

•  Depths up to 66 inches 
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Engineers can increase 
beam depth to increase  
the beam strength, with-
out adding steel. This is the 
main reason why the beam 
is optimal for longer spans, 
such as are popular in  
garages, stadiums and  
open-air office buildings. 



Erection Advantages 

•  Longer span beams are fast and easy to install 

•  Easier handling due to lighter weight 

•  MEPs pass through web openings 
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Erectors like these beams 
because they are lighter and 
they can go up fast.  
The mechanical trades like 
them too, because they are 
very accessible and versa-
tile. Mechanical, electrical 
and plumbing runs can be 
integrated through the holes 
in the beams, virtually elim-
inating clash issues on-site.



Owner Advantages 

•  Up to 10% less cost 
    than concrete 

•  Efficient space illumination 
   to reduce lighting costs 

•  Can lower floor-to-floor  
    height by integrating MEP runs 

•  Low floor vibration / high stiffness to weight ratio 
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From the owner or  
developer perspective,  
perhaps the overall advan-
tage of the castellated beam 
is cost reduction. The  
beams are typically more 
economical than concrete.  
They allow light to flow 
more cost efficiently. They 
can increase space utiliza-
tion by integrating the me-
chanical runs. In addition, 
issues of floor vibration 
can be more cost effectively 
managed. The beams offer 
a high stiffness to weight 
ratio that results in a higher 
natural frequency, which is 
usually desirable in reduc-
ing floor vibration issues.



Owner Advantages 

•  Enhanced appearance 

•  Open sightlines / safety 

•  Galvanized options 

•  Easily fireproofed on jobsite by others 

•  Made from 93-96% recycled materials 

•  Open access for future maintenance 
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Castellated and cellular 
beams can enhance the 
user’s experience and  
contribute to personal  
safety. These are advantages 
especially being exploited 
by more open parking fa-
cility designs. Steel is also 
made of highly recycled 
materials, which can sup-
port LEED construction 
objectives. Another advan-
tage to the owner is ease of 
maintenance, because the 
beam is typically left open 
and accessible.



Owner Advantages 

Steel framed parking garages are less cost to maintain.* 

* Source: AISC 
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Building maintenance is a 
big cost consideration for 
owners. Compared to con-
crete, a parking garage built 
from steel will require less 
structural maintenance over 
time. This data comes from 
the American Institute of 
Steel Construction (AISC).  
It is based on 2002 dollar 
values, projecting the com-
parative costs for a given 
size parking garage. Allow-
ing for inflation, the dollar 
values are about 25% high-
er today, and they will likely 
be higher in the future.



Design and specification criteria 
for castellated and cellular beams 
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•  Shape: hexagonal                                            
or cellular  

•  Single beam length: 90 ft max 

•  Example: CB24x36  
from a W16x36 

•  Flange blocks and copes 

•  Moment preparation 

Standard Connections 
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The specification criteria 
for the beam are well estab-
lished. Aside from quantity 
and length, an early decision 
is whether the beam is to be 
castellated or cellular. 



Standard Details 

•  End holes, connection clips 

•  Web holes, flange holes 

•  Shear plates,  
stiffener plates, 
moment plates 

•  Seated ends 

•  Lateral bracing as required 

•  Tee reinforcement or infills 
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The manufacturer should 
provide a detailed list of  
the specifications related to 
this type of beam, including 
explanations for each  
requirement. 
But the main point to  
make here is that this type 
of beam can be highly  
customized at the factory…



Asymmetric / Clip Angle 
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So to save time and to  
reduce erection costs, the 
beam should be finished  
at the factory, ready for 
assembly on site without 
welding and drilling. So as 
we see in this detail, the 
clip angle connections are 
called out on both ends. 
And because this beam is 
over 50’-6”, lateral bridging 
is required. Bridging clips 
are provided as shown in 
the drawing. This level of 
foresight is important, so as 
to minimize erection labor 
hours and costs.



Asymmetric / Bevel  
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Here is another beam  
design, with the left end of 
the beam beveled to account 
for the angle of connection 
at the wall. Note that the 
right end of the beam was 
kept square. In this case,  
as in the last drawing,  
the beam was produced  
using asymmetric weights,  
a lighter upper half with  
a heavier lower half, to 
increase load capacity while 
minimizing beam weight.



Infills for Bridging  
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Here’s another cellular 
beam project, where the 
beam was not a composite. 
The same weight of steel 
was used for both halves 
of the beam. But here the 
application called for bridg-
ing along the length of the 
beam, and the bridging 
intersected the cellular 
openings in the beam. So 
the beam was manufactured 
with infills already welded 
in place to allow for the 
connection of the bridging, 
without requiring the  
erector on the project to 
weld the infills.



Split T 
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On yet another proiect, 
the beam was designed to 
have a double T profile. 
The beam has an added top 
flange to create an opening 
for a drop-down in the floor. 
The drop-down trench in 
the floor was to provide for 
the unique requirements of 
the building, whether for 
mechanical, electrical, and 
plumbing (MEP) runs or 
special equipment. In this 
case, the top and bottom 
halves of the beam were the 
same weight. The project 
did not call for special  
composite load design.



Double Pitch 
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To illustrate how extremely 
customized the beam can 
be, here was a cellular beam 
requiring a double pitch at 
the center line. Here again, 
the beam was manufactured 
for efficient erection with-
out a lot of on-site prepa-
ration. The beam arrived 
complete with the cope and 
already blocked with clip 
angle connections.  



Specification of castellated or 
cellular beams  

Specification 
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Just a note on specification. 
When you call out the speci-
fications of a castellated or 
cellular beam, you will be 
referencing the steel 5,000 
series. There are templated 
specifcations available 
such as this one to help you 
speed up your submittal to 
the master spec.



Specify AISC 
Certified 

AISC Certified 
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And again a word of caution. 
Whoever you specify for this 
type of beam, you will want 
to be assured that their 
manufacturing facilities are 
AISC certified.



Frequently asked questions 
about castellated and cellular beams 
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FAQ #1 

Q:  Can the layout and 
 diameter of the holes  
 be altered?  

A:  Yes – within limits… 
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A frequent question is 
whether the manufacturer 
can vary the layout and 
diameter of the holes in a 
castellated or cellular beam. 
This can be done, so long 
as it is within certain limits. 
Research on web post  
buckling has provided  
ample guidance as to  
what these limitations are – 
depending on whether it is  
a castellated opening or  
a cellular opening.



FAQ #2 

Q:  Can castellated beams be used to 
 support moment forces? 

A:  Yes, the beam can be used in a moment 
 frame designed to resist wind forces.  

 However, it lacks code certification for use in 
 seismic frames in high seismic regions. 
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Engineers often ask  
whether a castellated  
beam can be used to  
support moment forces.  
Yes, it can – for wind forces.  
But the beam has NOT been 
code certified for use in 
seismic frames in seismic 
regions. 



FAQ #3 

Q:  Can a castellated 
 beam be fabricated 
 longer than 90ft?  

A:     Yes –  
  if necessary… 
 But consider transportation  
 and erection logistics! 
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Longer beam length is  
a significant advantage of  
the beam. But can they be 
produced over 90 feet?  
The short answer is yes, if 
necessary. The larger con-
cern may be the practicality 
of delivery, job site access 
and erection. 



FAQ #4 

Q:  For open-deck parking garages,   
 must the beams be fireproofed? 

A:  Not if the building is…   
 - Less than 75ft height 
 - Less than 200ft from any interior point    
   to an open side 
 - Open on 2 or more sides * 

 * IBC Type II-B / NFPA-88A  
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Must the beams be fire-
proofed? It depends. The 
National Fire Protection As-
sociation has published what 
is called the NFPA 5000 Build-
ing Construction and Safety 
Code. The NFPA 5000 states 
that for an open deck parking 
structure, fireproofing of the 
steel may not be required if 
the building’s design happens 
to meet several criteria. To 
be exempt, the building must 
be under 75 feet in height, 
and any interior point must 
be within 200ft of an open 
side. In addition, at least two 
sides of the building need to 
be open. As for the definition 
of “open,” the NFPA defers to 
the definition provided by the 
IBC, which essentially relates 
to the square footage of any 
interior walls. The codes relat-
ing to this are the IBC Type 2B 
and the NFPA 88A.



FAQ #5  

Q:  Is bridging required 
 for this type beam? 

A:  Yes, especially due to 
 the longer spans. 
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Bridging is very often  
required for castellated 
and cellular beams. This is 
simply because the beams 
are typically used for longer 
spans. And very often these 
longer spans require fewer 
support columns. So  
bridging is often essential. 



This concludes the course for… 

1.0 PDH credit – or – 1.0 AIA LU credit 

Conclusion 
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Thank you. 
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